Ecoland Toys
P.O. Box 4
Maungatapere
Whangarei 0152
Or
P.O. Box 99
Kaeo
Northland

PH 09 4347 288

PH 09 4051 376

All made of sustainably grown solid oak and cedar. Natural (untreated) wood from offcuts of
furniture making in a factory that sources its timber from managed sustainable forests in The
Czech Republic.
Each toy is hand painted with non toxic paints to New Zealand Safety Standards

The sitting Wooden Toys : $ 15.00 each plus P&P $5 if applies
Sitting Cow is one of a large and enjoyable range of happy figures that are designed to last
long enough to pass from one generation to the next. They are about 100ml high

Bug

Mr Waterman Pinocchio

Horse

Blondie the Angel

Magpies

Donkeys

Black Ants

Devil

Wasps

Pullalong Wooden Toys: $ 20.00 each plus $8.00 P&P if applies
Pullalong Cat is one of a large and enjoyable range of colourful,wiggle woggling, happy
characters that are designed to last long enough to pass from one generation to the next.
These pullalong toys are about 150 ml high X 200 mml long.

Pullalong Dog

Pullalong Cow

Pullalong Dragon

Pulllong Horse

Pullalong Frog

Pullalong Duck makes a quacking sound as it moves and the wings move a bit.
Duck and Hen are about 200 high X 200 long.

$ 25.00 each plus $8.00 P&P if applies.

Pullalong catapillars - red wheels or yellow wheels $ 25.00 plus $ 8.00 P&P if applies

Tractor and trailer or discs: $ 45.00 plus $10 P&P if applies
Set Approx 350 long

Tractor and trailer

Tractor and discs

Roll along wooden toys: $ 10.00 small $14.00 large ( L 60 mls long S 40 mls long)

Roll along Bugs small and large

Large Rollalong Lady birds Rollalong Mouse

To order : email teoranga@actrix.co.nz
Phone : 09 4347 288

